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ABSTRACT 
An n X n sign pattern admits a matrix with zero-line-sums and rank n - 1 if and 
only if it is fully indecomposable and every arc of an associated directed bipartite 
graph lies on a circuit. This proves a conjecture of Fiedler and Grone made in the 
study of sign patterns of inverse-positive matrices. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
A sign pattern (or simply pattern) is a matrix whose entries are 1, 0, or 
- 1. The sign pattern, s(A), of a real matrix A is the pattern obtained by 
replacing the entries of A with their signs, that is, 
1 
1 if aii>O, 
Sag= 0 if aii=O, 
-1 if aji<O. 
We also say that the sign pattern s(A) admits the matrix A. 
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Let J denote any matrix full of ones, and let e be a column of J. In [S], 
Johnson, Leighton, and Robinson characterized n X n patterns without zero 
entries which admit an inverse-positive matrix A, that is, a nonsingular 
matrix for which s(A-‘) =J. Fiedler and Grone [3] extended this study and 
allowed patterns with zero entries. 
An n X n matrix A is irreducible if there exists no permutation matrix P 
such that 
, where Band Dare square, (*) 
and fully indecomposable (totally irreducible) if there are no permutation 
matrices P and Q such that PAQ has the form (*). The directed graph G(A) 
associated with A [or s(A)] has vertices 1,. . . , n, and includes an arc from i 
to i whenever i # j and aii# 0. Thus a circuit in G(A) corresponds to a 
sequence aj,i,, aiSi2,. . . , airir, where ir = i,, . . . , ik_-l=ik, ik=il, and 
ai,il, ai2iz,. . . , aikik are nonzero. It is well known (e.g. [2]) that A is irreducible 
if and only if G(A) is strongly connected, i.e., one can “move” on the arcs of 
G(A) between any two vertices. A line of a matrix is a row or a column, and 
A has zero line sums if Ae=ATe=O. 
The completion of Fiedler and Grone’s study depends on establishing a 
conjecture made by them, namely that if A is an n X n fully indecomposable 
matrix with zero line sums, then there exists a matrix B with the same sign 
pattern as A and also with zero line sums such that rank B=n- 1. We prove 
this conjecture in Sec. 2, and characterize sign patterns which admit matrices 
with zero line sums of the maximal possible rank in Sec. 3. 
2. PROOF OF THE FIEDLER-GRONE CONJECTURE 
Our proof uses results on M-matrices. A square matrix K is a Z-matrix if 
it can be written as K = crZ- L where Zii > 0. A matrix al-L is a non-singular 
M-matrix if (Y > p( L), where p(L) is the spectral radius of L, and a singular 
M-matrix if cu=p(L). 
We now restate and prove the conjecture. 
THEOREM 1. Let A be an n Xn fully indecomposable matrix such that 
Ae = ATe = 0. Then there exists a matrix B such that Be = BTe = 0, s(B) = s( A), 
and rank B=n- 1. 
Proof. By [l], A is fully indecomposable if and only if for some 
permutation P, PA is irreducible and its diagonal entries are nonzero, so 
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without loss of generality we can assume that aii #O for i = 1,. . . , n. If A has 
a nonsingular principal submatrix of order n - 1, then B = A is the required 
matrix. Otherwise, let C? be a set of circuits of G(A) which contains all 
vertices and forms a strongly connected graph [for example, the collection of 
all circuits of G(A)]. Define a matrix K by 
is an arc of s circuits of C?, 
i = j and i lies on t circuits of c?. 
Let m= (min,,,+a ]uij])/(max]kii]). For any E, A+& has zero line sums. For 
- m < E < m, A + EK has the same sign pattern as A. We claim that for some 
5 -m<e<m, the rank of B=A+eK is n-l. To show this, let X(i) denote 
the principal submatrix obtained from X by deleting the ith row and the ith 
column, and consider 
fi‘(s)=det(A+.sK)(i). 
It is enough to show that A( E) # 0 f or some E in (-m, m). The coefficients of 
e”-l in j(s) are exactly detK(i), i=l,...,n. Now the matrix K is clearly a 
Z-matrix. For any positive (Y, K +cuZ satisfies the Levy-Desplanques condi- 
tions (e.g. [S]), and so is nonsingular. Thus K is an M-matrix (singular, since 
Ke=O) [2, Theorem 6.4.61. By the choice of C?, K is irreducible, and since it 
is an irreducible (singular) M-matrix, all its proper principal submatrices are 
nonsingular M-matrices [4; 2, Theorem 6.4.161. In particular, det K(i)>O, 
i=l ,...,n. n 
EXAMPLE 1. Let 
A= 
Then 
I -1 1 -1 1 l-2 0 2 -2 2 0
1 
. 
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and rank A = 2. Taking 6? as the three 2-circuits or the two 3-&c&s, we get 
2 -1 0 -1‘ 2 -1 0 -1’ 
K= I -1 _; -; ; or K= 1 -1 2 -1 0 
0 -1 0 1 0’ 
-1 0 0 1, 0 -1 0 1, 
In both cases m= i, and for some (in this case, aII) E such that 0< 1~) <i, 
rankA+sK=3. 
We remark that the condition of fuIl indecomposability is essential. For 
consider a reducible matrix 
where B and D are square, which satisfies Ae =ATe=O. Since DTe =0 (a 
smaller-order e), D has an eigenvector x and (0, x)’ is an eigenvector of A 
which is not a multiple of e. Thus rank A < n - 1. 
If A can be permuted to a direct sum of, say, m fulIy indecomposable 
matrices, and Ae= ATe =0, then rank A Q n-m, and by Theorem 1, there 
exists a matrix B with zero line sums, the same sign pattern as A, and rank 
n-m. 
3. ZERO LINE SUMS AND BIPARTITE GRAPHS 
Let S be an mXn sign pattern. Consider the directed bipartite graph 
BG(S) whose vertex sets are ri,. . . , T, and ci,. . . , c,,, and which has an arc 
from 7 to cj whenever sii= 1, and an arc from cj to ri whenever sii= - 1 
(there is no arc between q and ci if sii=O). In Fiedler and Crone [3] this 
graph is used to characterize patterns which admit a zero-line-sum matrix as 
follows. 
LEMMA. Let S be a sign pattern. Then there exists a matrix A such that 
s(A)=S and Ae=ATe=O if and only if each nonzero entry of S lies on a 
circuit of BG(S). 
We prove the lemma for completeness. 
Proof. Zf Let e be a set of circuits which covers all arcs of BG(S). Let 
bii be the number of circuits in 6? which contain an arc between r, and cf. 
Then A=(aii)=(biisii) is the required matrix. 
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Only ifi Here we use induction on the number k(S) of nonzero entries of 
S [the number of arcs of BG(S)]. For k(S) =O, the claim is certainly true. So 
let k(S) > 0 (in fact > 4) and let a be an arc of BG(S). Let A have zero line 
sums and s(A) = S. Start a path in BG(S) whose first arc is a. Because of the 
existence of the zero-line-sum matrix A, this path can be continued indefi- 
nitely, and so must close on itself. Let c be a circuit obtained in this way, and 
let 
Let 
1 
a,t+m if (~~,r,)isanarcofc, 
b,, = u,i -m if (r,,ci)isanarcofc, 
uv otherwise, 
and let B=($) and T=s(B). Then B is also a zero-line-sum matrix, t,,#O 
implies s,,#O, and k(T) < k(S), so the induction hypothesis applies. n 
Combining Theorem 1, the remark following Example 1, and the lemma 
yields a characterization of n X n patterns which admit zero-line-sum matrices 
of maximal possible rank. 
THEOREM 2. An n X n sign pattern S admits a mutrix A with Ae = ATe = 0 
and rank n- 1, if and only if S is fully indecomposabb and every arc of 
BG(S) lies on a circuit. n 
We conclude with another example. 
EXAMPLE 2. Let 
s,= 
i 
1 
-1 
0 
0 
1. n.2 
G(S,)= - 
4 -.3’ 
‘U 
- 1 0 0 
1 0 0 
0 1 -1 
-1 1 I , 0 
~+-=l:~~ 
BG(S,) = r3’ 
r4:= :c,“,’ 
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c 1 
s,= -1 I 0 0 
1. n.2 
G(S,)= ‘-----’ 
I 
4. -3 
c 1 
s,= -1 I 0 0 
1. n.2 
-1 0 0‘ 
1 -1 0 
0 1 -1’ 
0 -1 1, 
BG(S,) = 
.cl 
.c2 
.c3 
.c4 
-1 0 0 
1 -1 0 0’ 
s,= 1 --l 
0 
_; -: _‘: , 
0 0 -1 1, 
1 -.2 
G(S,) = 
‘u 
0 
4 n.3’ 
‘L-_-/ 
Only S, and S, are fully indecomposable, and only S, and S, have every arc 
on a circuit, Thus S, is the only pattern which satisfies the two conditions of 
Theorem 2. 
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